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Kent Moors published November 1st, Despite some overall stock market recovery over the past two trading
sessions plus this morning, crude oil prices are still weak. Meanwhile, Brent, the equivalent and more widely
used global benchmark set daily in London, is off 0. For the month through There is about 2. Meanwhile,
Russia cannot increase exports sustainably much more than present totals. And while the U. Considerable
excess resources exist to tap, especially in the U. However, the pressures on the supply side are building,
assuring that supply volatility will persist as fluctuating volume hits the market to meet continued demand.
That will largely nudge prices up. Unlike then, however, today is quite different. So, given all these
considerations, why the slide? Internally and Externally, Oil is Affected This is primarily a perceptual issue.
Put simply, traders are hedging bets in a very uncertain political environment. This has nothing to do with a
major change in global demand there has been none or a sudden flood of new supply nothing there either. This
is primarily about angst leading up to an off-year contentious election â€” the domestic political ingredient â€”
and the concerns from a burgeoning American-Chinese trade war â€” the overriding geopolitical ingredient.
On the internal front, Trump has publicly demanded that the Saudis increase production beyond the rise
Riyadh has already introduced. Why is this a domestic U. Because rising oil prices mean rising prices for
refined oil products. And as everybody recognizes, in a U. On the external, some pundits are pointing toward a
decline on global demand. But even if there is one, it cannot be verified for about six months. Everything else
to put it kindly is anecdotal. That assumption has worked its way into futures contracts, where traders need to
hedge against the side on which they would lose the most. In the current climate, that is the downside â€”
trading protection in that direction tends to overemphasize the trend. Remember, traders are attempting to
determine the expected cost of the next available barrel when setting prices on futures contracts. Additionally,
we have had a noticeable shift from market long positions expecting prices to rise to shorts expecting prices to
decline. Each short runner coming on the tube and wailing about an imminent collapse in oil prices is seeking
to line his pockets via a self-justifying move in market perception. Of course, Chicken Little here from the Sky
is Falling Brokerage will quickly change his tune and move long once the perception has changed. This oil
drama recalls what the vet told me years ago when the dog ate my car keys.
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Early life[ edit ] As a teenager, Wong was fascinated by European and American music. At the age of fifteen,
he acquired an acoustic guitar from his neighbour, which he repaired himself and on which he taught himself
to play the guitar. From that moment on, he spent most of his time learning music while working at different
jobs. In the same year, they won the Best Band in a competition sponsored by Guitar Magazine. Thereafter,
Beyond remained an independent band, playing shows at nightclubs and schools. Their early styles mostly
traversed hard rock, new wave, post-punk, experimental, and avant-garde. However, their musical style was
not widely accepted by listeners in Hong Kong. Disappointing album sales presented Beyond with a dilemma.
Their sound was softened with keyboards, but their album sales still did not meet expectations. They were also
criticised by other rock bands for commercializing their original hard rock sound. For the first time, they
included some slow-paced love songs, as well as songs with satirical, socially-critical lyrics. Their album sales
again did not live up to expectations leading their management company to threaten that no more opportunities
would be provided to them if they failed again. Social concerns[ edit ] Gradually Beyond became the most
popular band in Hong Kong. This at the same time marked the turning point for their musical career. They
paid more attention to social issues and the ongoing events around the world. In , Beyond visited Kenya and
witnessed the grinding poverty and misery there. Upon their return, a number of songs were written addressing
the serious problems of Africa. The Beyond Third World Foundation was created in the same year with profits
from the redistribution of an early album. Career in Japan[ edit ] Realizing the restriction on original music in
Hong Kong[ clarification needed ], Beyond decided to redirect their career to Japan. In January , Beyond
signed a worldwide management contract with Japanese record label Amuse. Death[ edit ] Beyond migrated to
Japan in to continue their music industry business. An accident occurred 15 minutes after the show
commenced. The stage floor was very narrow and slippery, and Wong fell off the platform with one of the
hosts Teruyoshi Uchimura , while the show was on air. Wong Ka Kui fell 2. Six days later, at His tombstone
is made of white marble and bears the image of a guitar. Wong was one of the five singers who had their
images printed on stamps. In a concert of Beyond in , Wong was resurrected in the form of a life-size video
projection, alongside the remaining band members while they sang the song "Combat for twenty years" in
memory of him.
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Unfortunately there are no holidays for true heroes, a new threat from beyond the Krosmos rises and even the
gods quake in their boots. I am much better now thanks, yes, I had no intention of letting them get off easily, I
left Otomai and Ogrest on the planet because I wanted to concentrate on the brotherhood. And as far as you
know Mortis stays dead. Yina the darkness Selatrope: I am feeling much better now thank you, You are right
about Lillith and Mortis though they are done for this arc. Still too long between chapters, Memorial day
weekend was a bunch of family parties, so not writing this. Heaven Fall Kain was fighting alongside Ignis to
battle some of the more tenacious members of the Arma lumari. Some of these guys were very hard to put
down and it helped to fight alongside another. Ignis was a lesser aetherian who preferred power over fire to
other means of battle. He was currently melting the armor off of an immortal who screamed as the metal
burned his flesh. A blue spear shot past his visual horizon, nearly slashing at his exposed face, it was followed
by a large purple beam attack that did graze him singing the hairs on his beard. Kain was shocked, he opened
his senses to find Mortis, but the Aetherian had disappeared, as though he wasâ€¦ "So, you killed the death
bringer. Looking back he saw that ignis had been pierced by a blade and was retreating away from a man with
Red hair and a long black cloak. He did not wear his sunglasses into battle this time revealing his crimson eyes
to all. Adamai pumped his fist "Yes! The immortal was sending him a clear message: Adamai nodded in
agreement and disappeared into another of his purple vortexes. Ignis began to inch closer trying to get the drop
on the crimson haired immortal, but the man turned his head eyeing him. Ignis stopped in his trackes, this one
was a greater immortal, one not so easily crushed beneath a boot. Rip hefted his hammer and smiled "No
problem Mr. Although if you wanted to do that spear trick againâ€¦" Eliatrope smiled "Glad to know I can be
of assistance. Eliatrope began to pursue, but Rip stopped her by extending his hammer into her path. You are
needed here Lady Eliatrope, Kain will not go down easily, the more of us there are, the better the chance we
have. It upset her more that she was not to do anything about it, Adamai and Yugo were her children, and Jack
was flinging them head first into a battle with one of the most powerful entities present. He had found that the
soldiers stationed to guard the Black ships were quite a bit tougher than their offensive companions. The
eliatrope swung and slashed at the soldiers as he went, he bashed in faces with his shield and flipped over
demonic swords cutting off their arms with the edge of his shield, or sword, whichever was closer. Percedal
had returned Rubilax to his blade and was swinging the great shu shu around like a hurricane, he was quickly
toppling and destroying his enemies, many ended with a swift beheading. He concentrated his wakfu on his
eyes and using their power searched his surroundings, there was a big black humanoid shape where the voice
originated from. As percedal was strangled by an intangible hand Yugo rushed forward, remembering his
training with cra, he dispersed his wakfu blade and summoned a spear instead, he threw it perfectly at the
shadow, but the spear did not hit, or kill it. Fortunately however, in order to stop the blade, the shadow had to
relinquish his grip on Percedal. Yugo lowered himself into a fighting stance, in another turn of events a large
purple vortex appeared near Percedal and Yugo, the vortex remained for a moment, then Adamai appeared
from it, landing on his feet in draconic form behind his brother. Adamai was always amazed how this orange
haired idiot could consistently bite off more than he could chew. Most people eventually figured out that their
mouths were only so big, but not Percedal. The iop sincerely believed his mouth would grow bigger if he kept
trying. You may not be so mortal after all. Yugo and Adamai jumped through the vortex and disappeared to
iop only knew where. There Percdal, the new iop stood and faced his opponent. His orange power and flames
he had caused with Rubilax were his only illumination. Elely was the first to feel his presence, another of the
powerful beings that Rosaline was afraid of. He was more fleshed out, right now he was determined and
excited as he rushed towards the valorous at mach speeds. That is when Ignis broke the barrier. Transparent
steel like structures shattered as he broke through, as the aetherian fell gracefully to the ground an almost web
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like substance shot out and covered the hole becoming an energy based shield, holding out space. Though
some objects on the floor that had been loose were pulled upwards and fell back down. Ignis landed in ring of
fire before the admiral of the fleet, he stood a good three inches taller than her and let it show in an attempt to
intimidate her. The admiral struck out at the Aetherian quickly trying to get herself at enough distance to draw
her primordial weapon and keep him at bay. Ignis however liked close quarter battles and quickly closed the
gap forcing her on the defensive. His manipulation of fire was rather good and Rosaline did not have an
elemental power to counter it. Flopin looked at his sister, she had been so helpless and desperate but a an hour
ago, now there she was wearing her tough face again, looking at her enemy as a bug to be crushed rather than
an insurmountable obstacle she could not overcome. The boy smiled, he was glad to see his sister back to her
old self, it was comforting, nonetheless he feared she would revert to her fearful state if the aetherian before
them was not defeated. Seeking to help the admiral that had cared for them so far he raised his bow and took
aim staring intently at the enemy, hoping that the sight he had used to defeat Uriel would return. The sight did
return, but what he saw was strange and forboding, the entire being was lit up with a steel grey color and
without asking he knew that the color meant his arrows could not harm it. His powers were still new to him
and he was still surprised by what he could do, he lowered his bow. And he had an idea. Of course pulling that
idea off would be easier said than done, as the battling duo moved around the observation deck quickly. He
shot out molten balls of fire at each one, scattering the inhabitants of the observation deck away from their
desks. With the navigation out the engines stopped and the ship began to slowly move towards the world of
twelve. Ignis smiled, the plan was working. As a result it was being pulled in. Ignis was immediately back
upon her. Before she could move she felt the light touch of fingers relieving her of the blade she had failed to
draw, and began to turn seeking an explanation. Then she felt the sensation of boots pressing against her back
running up the length of it. The beast noticed his presence, and seemed delighted for the briefest of instances.
Then the beast seemed frightened, he took a step back from Flopin, but it was not quite fast enough. So he
reflexively raised his arm to block the blow. Ignis screamed in pain and remain rooted to the spot grasping his
arm desperately as his form diminished to that of a middle aged human. His eyes saw this, his mind did not
want to accept it. Flopin was much less surprised by the outcome this time, he was not panting, nor were his
eyes bulging like when he had killed Uriel. Rosaline looked at Flopin for a moment, she was actually quite
impressed by the little mortal boy, he had feeled an immortal and a lesser aetherian in one day, few could say
the same. A small amout of blood flowed forth as she pulled it out adding to the already growing pool. Using
her own powers Rosaline removed both body and blood from the floor and put them back into place one
within the other, she then used her golden dust to create a coffin of sorts and pushed it beyond the rift in the
observation deck, through the shield, allowing it to float off into space. The orange haired girl fell to her
knees, but she did not cry she simply stayed there her hands pressed against one another glowing brightly. Her
brother came in behind her and grasped her shoulders adding to the glow. Elely was desperate, she had no
power here, in truth her power was useless in this place, she could feel the fear, desperation and terror in
everyone around her. She summoned her power and concentrated it as best she could. She fell to her knees and
places her ahnds together as papa had shown her to pray. It was no use her power was to feel, not to effect.
She felt her hands on her shoulder and looked up, her brother stood there also concentrating his own power,
though he was not exactly experienced at doing so. Your empathy with my range. However the commanders
and officers were another story. If they got rid of the air, they killed the ship. This was not as easy as it
seemed. The Sadida Princess had not had the opportunity to show her full power for some time, but she was
thoroughly enjoying herself now. The plants themselves became the enemy for these poor darkened souls as
they tried to rampage through the forest like garden. Vines tore themselves from the earth to wrap around the
monsters and crush then into a black mist. For those fortunate enough to get through plant life unscathed a
monstrous whereform being awaited them. Ruel had kept Junior in his haven bag and the Dhreller had
emerged enraged and ready for battle. The soldiers appreciated this for what it was, a reprieve from chasing
those that made it past their line of defense. The latter part was not expected, even Amalia found herself in
mild alarm at the development, as though some of the plants were truly becoming vampiric beasts. The effect
on the enemy was profound. Whole groups of dark soldiers fled or at least backed off, no one wanted to
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attempt entering The Forest of Death, A forest of carnivorous plants that killed you and ate your blood. This
made the soldiers jobs quite easy, and the invasion was quickly repelled, word spreading that the oxygen plant
had become home to a duo of monstrously powerful beings that mortals should not attempt to fight, and the
number of enemies began to dwindle. Ruel removed himself from Dhrellzerker form and Amalia lowered
herself to the ground before the forest, dusting her hands. If this ship hits your planet, your planet will shatter,
and our fight will have been for nothing. The man shook his head "It just works alright. Amalia and Ruel were
resistant to it, but it seemed the soldiers were not, they were forcing themselves up and towards the front door.
Presumably trying to find a way to save the planet. However the dark Aetherina was already there, blacking
the move and predicting the next. Toying with him, showing him he was powerless against the almighty king
of the omniverse "It would seem we run short on time," Achron said as he witnessed the Valorous fall towards
the planet. This was supposed to be out yesterday, but PMS decided to be PMS again and she broke down
about 12 miled from my house, I spent the whole day trying to figure out what was wrong this time and finally
got my friend to haul her back home.
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Moreover, there is substantial sociological evidence real hard, historical data to go even further and say that
violence, crime, and physical brutality are actually on the decline in America. Although flawed in a number of
ways including being overly psychological , The Better Angels of Our Nature by Steven Pinker provides
ample data to show that this decline is a long term one world wide. So as I read Pavlovitz piece, I sat nodding
my head in agreement with his argument: I see and speak to lots of inherently good people doing their best;
slipping and then getting back up again. I reject the myth of our downward spiral because I know how hard I
and so many others are working to get this life right and to love well. At the very end of the piece Pavlovitz
states: Those problems are many and wide ranging. We have an economic system abetted by the political
system that often rewards businesses for using non-renewable resources over those that are renewable, and the
increase of pollution over its minimization. By design our economy encourages businesses push the costs in
the form of health hazards and environmental degradation out onto workers and communities, while retaining
the benefits profits for themselves. We have an economic system in which there is a growing divide between
the employment opportunities for those with and without an education. Blogger Anne Amnesia of More
Crows than Eagles coins a new term for all the people who are being left behind by our current economic
system: The unnecessariat are the jobless refuse of our economic system. They are the one who have been
pushed out of the labor force because their labor is unnecessary to the pursuit of profit. So we try to funnel
more people into a higher educational system for which they are inadequately prepared and often unsuited.
The educational system is unprepared and increasingly underfunded to deal with their deficiencies, their needs
and their desires. Over the past years Americans have built a society that makes some types of choices easier
than other types of choices, that favors some actions over other actions, and makes some outcomes more likely
than other outcomes. This does not mean that people lack free will. It does not mean that we are not
responsible for our decisions. It does not mean that we cannot and should not make different choices. What it
does mean is that each individual, each family, each business, each government decision-maker finds that
some choices are easy both to see and to act upon. They are the choices pointed out to us over and over again
by family, school, media, leaders, etc. These are the choices that our high school guidance counselors know
about, the choices that are represented by the majors at our local community and state colleges, the choices
offered in our local stores or easily accessible on-line, the choices presented by our local and state
government. Other choices always exist, but they are not visible, audible to us. Some alternatives are
deliberately blocked by a multitude of obstacles. We may learn what other people in other countries do, but
are told that it is unAmerican, anti-capitalist, immoral, and unthinkable. We risk ostracism, intimidation,
threats, and worse if we make some choices. So not by moral decay, but by the pressures of social structures
that shape our decisions, American society is not on the brink but rather has already slid over the precipice.
We are sliding downward already. They are denizens; they have a more restricted range of social, cultural,
political and economic rights than citizens around them. We are seeing whole communities, even whole
regions that are losing or have already lost the battle. This shows in myriad ways: We are fraying at the
bottom and the edges, and those in the middle know if even if unconsciously. They realize that they are
vulnerable if not why. The causes are complex, multifaceted, involving multiple social systems, and cannot be
solved by simple slogans or by a single new leader. But wait, it gets worse. Because global warming is real.
The consequences are already affecting us, and are going to become increasingly disruptive of our economic
and social systems. Just one little example to make my point - weather related power outages have been on the
rise for the past twenty years. Some of the responsibility goes to increasingly extreme weather events a
consequence of climate change and some of the responsibility to the fraying of community infrastructure
declines in public and private spending on shared infrastructure. The picture is pretty clear: There will come a
point, when climate related changes will over-come our capacity to cope. That time is likely to come sooner
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rather than later, because we are also eroding the decision-making capacity of our governments, and creating
larger and larger populations of people who do not have the resources to cope with catastrophe.
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In the town of Chico, California was pelted by rocks falling from an empty sky. A writer who called himself The Ghost
took credit for the phenomena, but was never identified. Similarly, in a stranger appeared to government officials in
Washington, D. C. and demonstrated a new fuel made from water that could power an auto engine.

While the bulk of the operations at the National Weather Service NWS deals with atmospheric weather
conditions, SWPC has the charge of forecasting the weather outside of our atmosphere, and how it interacts
with systems on and orbiting earth. All of our activity sources back to the Sun first, and then the 93 million
miles between the Sun and Earth, and then finally, the near-Earth and geophysical environments. Similar to
our forecasts on Earth, SWPC relies on observational data and forecast models to help predict the future. The
sparseness of observations in space creates some limitations to these tools. It generally takes a fairly strong G3
or G4 level geomagnetic storm, for it to be seen well across the northern states of the lower These storms also
need to occur at the right time of night, with little or no low clouds, ideally with no Moon, and little or no light
pollution. However, the sun has the possibility to unleash storms which could do far worse, wreaking havoc on
our orbiting satellites, interrupting our GPS systems, and stressing the power grids. These have happened
before, the Carrington Event in , and the Montreal Blackout in are both examples of higher end impacts from
space weather. In order to keep potential impacts minimal the SWPC has developed relationships with
industries that could have significant impacts in the case of a severe solar storm. By working closely with
these partners, industries know what to do and when to do it when the SWPC issues an alert. Instead of clouds,
rain, and wind, solar storms are massive explosions on the surface of the sun that emit huge amounts of
electromagnetic energy many many times that of the largest nuclear explosions , and sometimes produce
Coronal Mass Ejections CME that dispatch huge clouds of ionized plasma out into space, and sometimes at
Earth. Though, admittedly are less creatively named than the Saffir-Simpson or Enhanced Fujita scales. This
mostly impacts aircraft flying over large bodies of water or in remote areas. The impacts of these events can
persist for tens of minutes to a few hours, depending on the magnitude and the profile of the flare. During
active days in our busy season, the high end of the solar cycle, these events can happen several times per day
in the R1 or R2 range. We forecast the probability of these events based on the magnetic complexity and other
characteristics of sunspots on the visible portion of the Sun facing Earth. R4 or R5 events are far less common,
occurring only a few times per every 11 year solar cycle, or less. S scale events are Solar Radiation Storms.
These events occur far less frequently than the other two categories. Solar Radiation Storms can occur if high
energy protons are accelerated through Space, out ahead of eruptions that occur back at the Sun. These events
can also cause damage to satellite missions, and can disrupt the use of High Frequency communications over
the Polar Regions. Finally, G Scale events are Geomagnetic Storms. These are the events that provide SWPC
the greatest level of interest. When these magnetic fluctuations occur, they can produce induced electric
currents that run through the atmosphere and through the ground on Earth. While not dangerous to humans on
the ground, these currents can be absorbed into long line transmission systems for the power grid, which can
cause operational issues for the system managers. During these events, GPS accuracy can be degraded and
there can also be increased satellite drag â€” upsetting the orbit of satellites in space. The upside of a G-scale
event is that you might get lucky enough to see the Aurora in places where it is usually not visible. Instead of a
yearly cycle, the solar cycle spans 11 years. The next Solar Maximum is expected in or We still see periods
with interesting, and sometimes complex regions - those which could potentially produce significant storms however, much less frequently these days than a few years ago. Want to know more about space weather and
NWS activities related to it?
Chapter 6 : Beyond the Skies Chapter Heaven Fall, a wakfu fanfic | FanFiction
Of course, Chicken Little here from the Sky is Falling Brokerage will quickly change his tune and move long once the
perception has changed. This oil drama recalls what the vet told me years ago when the dog ate my car keys.
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The Sky Is Falling: Beyond the Myth of Moral Decline Recently several of my Christian Facebook friends shared and
liked blog post The Christian Myth of America's Moral Decay by John Pavlovitz.

Chapter 8 : Twilight Falling - The Max Hunter Folk Song Collection - Missouri State University
3 thoughts on " The Sky is Falling, for real this time. EL CHAVO! on August 7, at am said: I recently picked the latest
issue of The Happy Times, a newspaper that purports to only cover the good things in life, and I'm pretty sure this sort of
story would not make the cut, being all real and all.

Chapter 9 : "One Step Beyond" Where Are They? (TV Episode ) - IMDb
videos Play all Top Tracks - Above & Beyond Above & Beyond John O`Callaghan ft. Audrey Gallagher - Big Sky
(Original *) [HD] - Duration: Regula3 5,, views.
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